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Abstract
We present a gradient-corrected density functional (DFT)-based molecular dynamics (MD) study on hydration and dynamics
of arginine±phosphate adducts in proteins. Calculations are carried out using the BLYP recipe for the exchange-correlation
functional. We focus on two representative H-bond patterns found in protein±DNA complexes in the presence and in the
absence of water molecules. Our structural models include methylguanidinium (representing the arginine side chain), dimethylphosphate (representing the phosphate moiety in DNA) and water molecules H-bonding the complex. Our DFT-MD simulations, carried out at room temperature, point to hydration as a possible key factor for molecular recognition of the bidentate
complex. Furthermore they suggest that hydration is accompanied by signi®cant polarization effects. q 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Protein±DNA interactions take part in a variety of
fundamental biological phenomena, from packaging
to replication of DNA, from gene-expression to
recombination [1±3]. In these complexes, salt bridges
between DNA phosphate and positively charged
protein residues (arginine and, to a lesser extent [4],
lysine) are always present and play an important role
in the complex stability [3].
In spite of the relevance of arginine±phosphate
recognition in protein±DNA complexes, few quantum
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theoretical studies have appeared so far in the
literature. These investigations provide structural
properties and energetical aspects of bidentate
patterns (Fig. 1a) in quantum-chemical model
complexes at Hartree±Fock (HF) [5,6] and semiempirical [6±8] levels of theory.
Here we present an ab initio molecular dynamics
study on two typical examples of mono- and bidentate
complexes (Fig. 1a and b). In contrast to previous
work, our investigation includes explicit treatment
of solvation and ®nite temperature effects, which are
crucial for molecular recognition processes in
protein±DNA interactions [9].
The simulations are based on the Car±Parrinello
(CP) method [10]. Along with the BLYP exchangecorrelation functional [11,12], the CP approach is a
powerful tool in describing structure and dynamics of
H-bonded systems, such as liquid water [13±15],
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Fig. 1. Arginine±phosphate H-bond patterns in protein±DNA interactions [25]: (a) bidentate and (b) monodentate complexes, modeled
as MGD and DMP. Hydrogen atoms taking part in salt bridges are
denoted Hs.

H-bonded aqueous solutions [16,17], and a variety of
biological systems [18±22] at room temperature.
Thus the CP method appears ideally suited to treat
these complexes.
In this work, we have identi®ed two patterns, which
are most likely fully hydrated in the real macromolecular complexes. This is a common feature of
the protein±DNA complexes whose structure have
been solved so far [23,24]. Then, we carry out simulations for the complexes in which hydration is fully
taken into account.

2. Computational details
2.1. Model systems
Two structural models were considered. They
involve the energetically most stable bidentate (1)

(Fig. 1a) and the most frequently occurring monodentate (2) (Fig. 1b) arginine±phosphate interaction
patterns [25]. Arginine and DNA±phosphate were
modeled as methylguanidinium (MGD) [5,6,26±28]
and dimethylphosphate (DMP) [5,8], respectively.
Inspection of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [23]
pointed to the bidentate complex in PUT3 transcription factor±DNA complex [29] (PDB code: 1zme)
(Fig. 2a) and the monodentate complex in the
StRE±SREBP-1a complex [30] (PDB code: 1am9)
(Fig. 2c). In these X-ray structures, arginine±phosphate terminal groups are putatively fully hydrated,
although most waters could not be detected by the
X-ray diffraction experiment [29,30]. The model
complexes are displayed in Fig. 2. 1 is constructed
from Arg C38 and Cyt B14 (Fig. 2b) of the PUT3
transcription factor±DNA complex (PDB code:
1zme [29]); 2 is constructed from Arg B334 and
Gua G44 of the human StRE±SREBP-1a complex
(Fig. 2d) (PDB code: 1am9 [30]). Hydrogen atoms
were added assuming standard bond lengths and
angles. Initial water positions were determined by
performing classical molecular dynamics simulations
using the Cerius2 program package [31]. MGD and
DMP were constrained to their crystallographic posi 3 simulation
tions and immersed in a 9 £ 15:6 £ 14:7 A
box containing 57 water molecules. We used the
DREIDING force ®eld [32]. For each of the two
models, one force-®eld-based MD simulation was
performed for 150 ps at 300 K. Constant temperature
simulation was achieved by coupling the system to a
NoseÂ ±Hoover thermostat [33]. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied and the electrostatic interactions being calculated with the Ewald-sum method
[34]. Only the water molecules H-bonding to the
MGD±DMP complex at the last snapshot from the
classical MD (i.e. after 150 ps) were included in our
quantum chemical models (1 and 2, Fig. 1). The
applied H-bonding criteria concerning the donor (D)
Ê and
and acceptor (A) atoms were d(A´ ´´H) , 2.5 A
D±H´ ´ ´A . /908. We did not include all the water
molecules as full solvation would not correctly model
the rather hydrophobic environment around the
terminal CH3 groups.
This procedure led to the inclusion of seven water
molecules in model 1 and eight water molecules in
model 2 as a starting point in our ab initio MD
simulations.
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Fig. 2. Protein±DNA complexes and the corresponding model systems used in the molecular dynamics simulations: (a) PUT3 transcription
factor bound to DNA [29]; (b) initial con®guration of model 1 used in the quantum chemical calculations; (c) SREBP±StRE bound to DNA
[30]; (d) initial model 2 used in our quantum chemical calculation. Protein cartoon is made with the VMD program package [48].

Electronic properties were calculated on representative sets of snapshots (10 structures per model)
taken from the trajectory of our ab initio molecular
dynamics of 1 and 2. The corresponding complexes
without water molecules were also considered in our
quantum-chemical calculations. These complexes
were used to evaluate changes in structural and electronic properties upon hydration.
2.2. Computational methodology
Car±Parrinello-MD [10] simulations for complexes
1 and 2 has been carried out using the CPMD program
by Hutter et al. [35]. The electronic structure was

described in the density functional approach using
the BLYP [11,12] gradient-corrected exchangecorrelational functional. Complexes (1) and (2) with
and without water were inserted in a box of 17 £ 13 £
 3 ; respectively. All the
14 and 16:7 £ 12:5 £ 12:5 A
complexes were treated as isolated systems [36]. A
plane-wave basis set was used up to an energy cutoff
of 70 Ry. The interactions between the ionic cores and
valence electrons were described by Troullier±
Martins type pseudopotentials [37]. The timestep
was 0.121 fs and the ®ctitious electronic mass was
set to 1000 au. The simulations were performed for
1.5 ps at 300 K coupling the system to a NoseÂ ±
Hoover thermostat [33,38,39]. In both complexes,
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position0 constraints were applied on the Cd and C 3
and C 5 methyl carbon atoms of MGD and DMP,
respectively, in order to mimic the rigidity of protein
and DNA backbones. All calculations were performed
on a CRAY T3e and SP3 parallel computers.
2.3. Calculated properties
Hydration was analyzed in terms of coordination
numbers derived from a radial distribution function
[40] for the ODMP ±Hwater and HMGD ±Owater contacts
Ê . The effect of solvation on the
with a cutoff of 2.5 A
electronic structure was estimated by (i) the electron
density differences (Dr ) de®ned as:
Dr r  rcpw r 2 rcp r 2 rw r;
where r cpw(r) denotes the charge density of the entire
complex; r cp(r) of the complex without water and
r w(r) the charge density of the corresponding water
structure; (ii) by the geometrical analysis of the
centers of maximally localized Wannier orbitals
(WOC) [41,42]. The displacement of WOCs caused
by solvent effects will be used as a measure of bond
polarity changes [42]. Our analysis follows the procedure in Ref. [42] by calculating the bond ionicity
indices (BI), which correlate to changes in Pauling
electronegativity in a series of XHn compounds (X 
Mg,H,P,C,N,Cl,O). The higher the absolute value of
BI, the more polarized is the corresponding bond.
Here, we have calculated the BINH values for the N±
H bonds at four snapshots along the trajectory
(t  0:36; 0.72, 1.08, 1.42 ps) of 1 and 2, with and
without the inclusion of water molecules.
3. Results
MD-averaged structural properties (such as N±O
distances and phosphate a and z torsion angles) of
complex 1 is in fairly good agreement with the X-ray
structure (Table 1). In contrast, complex 2 exhibits
small discrepancies with the experimental data.
Hydration is analyzed in terms of water coordination numbers. Let us focus ®rst on complex 1.
Phosphate O 1 and arginine N h2 ±H are fully solvated,
as indicated by the water coordination numbers
reported in Fig. 3a. In particular, a stable structural
motif involving the N h2 ±H´ ´ ´O 1yP contact and three
water molecules (Fig. 3b) is formed after 0.5 ps and it

is kept during the rest of the simulation. The corresponding N1 ±H´ ´ ´O 2yP hydration pattern cannot be
formed because of the presence of a methyl group
bound to N1. Indeed, water H-bonds are relatively
weak and phosphate O 2 is only partially hydrated
(see again Fig. 3a).
A plot of the electronic density difference Dr ,
which describes charge redistribution upon hydration
of the complex, shows that the solvent signi®cantly
polarizes arginine and the phosphate oxygens interacting with it (Fig. 4). In particular, the electron
density shifts along the NHs bonds, which interact
with the phosphate, from nitrogen towards hydrogen,
suggesting that the polarity of these bonds decreases
in the presence of water (similar results have been
obtained for other snapshots of the dynamics). Consistently, the calculated Pauling electronegativities [42]
(Dx ) of the bond, which are estimated from bond
ionicity indexes (see Section 2), decrease on passing
from the gas phase to hydrated complex (Table 1).
This suggests that the NHs bonds are more polarized
towards the hydrogen atom and therefore the NHs
bonds are less polar in the presence of water. In
contrast, NH bonds interacting with water (N h1 ±H,
N h2 ±H in Fig. 3) exhibit reverse polarization
(Table 1).
We now turn our attention to complex 2. In this
complex, Arg binds phosphate in monodentate fashion.
As expected, the MD-averaged Arg±phosphate Hbond length is rather similar to those in the bidentate
complex (Table 1). The very short H-bond length in the
starting X-ray structure is most likely to be an artifact
of the X-ray re®nement, as such strong H-bonds are
very rarely encountered in biological systems [9].
Phosphate interacts in 2 more extensively with the
solvent than in 0 1 (Fig. 3c); in particular, phosphodiester oxygen O 5 forms weak H-bond interactions with
a water molecule, which also interacts with O 2
(Fig. 3c). However, the difference density plot does
not exhibit signi®cant differences with that of 1.
4. Discussion and conclusions
We have investigated the effects of aqueous
solvation on stability and electronic structure of
arginine±phosphate interactions occurring in
protein±DNA complexes.
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Table 1
Selected averaged properties (d Ð bond length, z ,a -torsion angles, BINH Ð bond ionicity indices, Dx NH Ð differences in Pauling electronegativity) of model 1 and 2. Standard deviations are given in parentheses, experimental data are in square brackets. Values in curly brackets
correspond to data derived by vacuo calculations without water solvent. Notations correspond to those in Fig. 1

Ê)
d(OHs) (A
Ê)
d(NHs) (A
BINHs(N)
BINH(N)
Dx NHs
Dx NH
Ê)
d(N1 ±O) (A
Ê)
d(Nh ±O) (A
z
a

1

2

1.78(0.19)
1.05(0.03)
20.146(0.014)
{20.157(0.014)}
20.091(0.013)
{20.079(0.008)}
1.364(0.131) {1.467 (0.131)}
0.850(0.121) {0.738(0.075)}
2.70(0.08) [2.71]
2.89(0.15) [2.77]
2164(13)8 [21528]
260(8)8 [2438]

1.67(0.10)
1.06(0.03)
20.156(0.030)
{20.168(0.029)}
20.088(0.011)
{20.079(0.006)}
1.458(0.280) {1.570(0.271)}
0.822(0.103) {0.738(0.056)}

0.0

2.71(0.09) [2.41]
273(19)8 [2858]
274(18)8 [2798]
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Fig. 3. Solvation of the arginine±phosphate complexes: (a) water coordination numbers of selected MGD and DMP atoms in 1 (water
molecules were not drawn for the sake of clarity) typical structure of a cyclic water±MGD±DMP cluster (black) found in the simulation of
1 (only those water molecules, H-bonding to the complex are shown), (c) water coordination numbers of selected MGD and DMP atoms in 2.
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Fig. 4. Isodensity contour plot of the electron density difference Dr
in 1. Black, Ð 0.002 e/a.u. 3; gray, 0.002 e/a.u. 3. Only those water
molecules H-bonding to the complex are shown.

Solvation appears to be an essential ingredient to
describe these complexes, fully con®rming and
providing further evidence of previous calculations
[6,46,47].

Our calculations reveal that a cluster of water
molecules connecting the phosphate and the arginine
moieties is formed and is stable during the dynamics
in complex 1 (Fig. 3b), suggesting that continuum
solvation models, included in a quantum-mechanical
calculation of arginine±phosphate adducts, may not
be appropriate for describing hydration phenomena.
Inspection of the PDB database [23] shows that this
peculiar H-bonded complex is present in a variety of
protein±DNA complexes, from the retinoic acid
repressor [43] Ð to Cre recombinase [44] Ð and to
E. coli Trp repressor [45]. This indicates that this
pattern may be important for the molecular recognition of the two moieties.
In the bidentate complex 1, hydration signi®cantly
increases the polarity of the arginine NH bonds interacting with water. This is probably the result of the
electrostatic interactions between water oxygens and
arginine hydrogens, which become more positively
charged in the hydrated complex (Fig. 5). In contrast,
the effect of the NHs bonds (which interact with phosphate) is the opposite. This may be due to the fact that
the charge on the phosphate oxygens O1 or O2 is
screened by the presence of the solvent (Fig. 5).
However, these polarization effects might be

Fig. 5. Schematic view on the polarization effects upon solvation observed in the density difference plot of 1.
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overestimated by the use of a relatively small, isolated
complex instead of the real macromolecular complex.
Standard force-®elds for biological simulations,
which do not include polarization effects, may
encounter dif®culties in correctly describing hydration phenomena in these systems.
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